Discussion Questions

Chapters

11 & 12

Warrior Preparation - Read chapters 11 & 12 of the Warrior book. Come
prepared to have a discussion based on the topics below.
Discussion Questions:
• How is the battle for purity going in your life right now? Are you feeling encouraged
or discouraged in this area?
• Is purity an occasional struggle or a continual one? Do you practice getting open
with brothers when you struggle? Why or why not?
• Is purity a topic that you are readily and easily open about? Is there a reason for
hiding or holding back this area of your life?
• Is there a person(s) who is a source of temptation for you? If so, are you getting
open about it? Find a trusted brother in the group that you know can follow up with
you in the coming weeks and months.
• Are you facing battles in the area of pornography (Internet, movies, television etc)?
Are there any activities, relationships or situations you need to talk about?
Chapter 12
• Discuss how Jesus surrendered himself to God. How difficult must have that been
for Him? How much faith did it take? What good did it accomplish for us?
• Let’s discuss the chapter, section by section. When called upon by the leader of the
group, bring up the key sentence you selected from the section under
consideration, and explain how it applies to you. (example: Self-will, Self-centered,
Self-seeking, Self-indulgence, Self-seeking, Self-justification)
• Share how selfishness has worked against you and led you into defeat and
emptiness. What are times you feel most tempted to be selfish?
• How can we intentionally schedule ‘other-focused’ plans during the week?
Warrior Decisions:
• If you haven’t already done so, establish a relationship with a fellow warrior who will
help you to fight the battle for purity on a day-to-day, week-to-week basis. Who?
• What is one simple change you can make at home to help you be more present and
engaged with the family (wife, kids, etc.)? Ask for prayers from the group in the area
you need the most help.
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